Writing the History of Merchant Seafarer Education, Training and Welfare: Retrospect and Prospect

Alston Kennerley

It was in the second half of the twentieth century that maritime history came into its own as a distinct, if wide ranging, strand of historical study. Of course this was a period of increasing specialism in most subject areas, which saw a massive expansion of dedicated academic journals as well as general interest magazines. It was at this time that to the traditional emphasis in historical studies on political, constitutional and economic history, was added, amongst other facets of history, increased attention to social history. This encompasses a variety of social fields such as labour, women's and education history. In keeping with these trends, there has been a strong emphasis in maritime historical writing on social topics. Predictably, with the broadening interpretation of the scope of maritime history, the range of social topics which have been addressed, is extremely diverse.¹

A crude examination of the articles published by the International Journal of

¹ An earlier version of this paper was presented at the International Conference on Maritime History and Heritage, held at Fremantle, Western Australia, 11-14 December 2001. The support of the Society for Nautical Research, the University of Plymouth and the conference organisers is gratefully acknowledged. The author is indebted to the anonymous referees and the Editor, for their helpful comments and recommendations.


The Northern Mariner/Le marin du nord, XII, No 2 (April 2002), 1-21.
Since its inception in 1989, Maritime History (IJMH) reveals the emphasis and diversity. Out of 189 studies, 39 may be categorised as social studies. The topics range across merchant seafarers, fishers, and port labour, embracing over 30 themes. The geographical spread shows a predominance of British and North American studies, though Europe is by no means neglected and India, Australia, Oceana and China are represented. As a journal devoted to a sub-division of history, IJMH offers an unusual concentration of articles on maritime social history. It is likely that the few other refereed journals devoted to maritime history would show a similar concentration. However these are by no means the only outlets for studies of maritime social history. Scholars addressing topics in maritime history who see themselves as members of other disciplines, whether historical or not, will seek publication in the discipline of their primary network. Indeed, because maritime historians in universities are rarely members of substantial maritime history research groups, departmental policy may demand that output be directed to outlets not primarily concerned with maritime history. Inevitably, then, studies of maritime social history are spread thinly across a great many journals (and other forms of publication) devoted to history generally, economic history, social studies, sociology, labour history, women's history, education history, religious studies, and so on. But in the past decade or two maritime historians have generated an international research network which is unusually vigorous. It is sustained by the significant number of maritime history conferences being organised around the world each year. Together with journals such as IJMH and The Northern Mariner/Le Marin du Nord, this constitutes a stronger research group than may be found in some other fields.

This paper is concerned with two sub-areas of maritime social history, which hover between disciplines, on the one hand clearly maritime, on the other identifiable belonging to education, social welfare or religion. Arguably, given the scale of provision in the last two centuries particularly, maritime education, training and welfare must be considered comparatively neglected despite the attention which they have received in recent years. Maritime social studies may be divided between the maritime society afloat and that ashore. With respect to seafarers, there is a significant imbalance in favour of the study of the seafarer afloat. Indeed, that has always been the case. Studies and descriptions of conditions and life at sea are probably the oldest themes in maritime social history. Their continuing appeal ensures a steady stream of research and general interest works. Studies specifically concerned with the shore dimension of seafaring are much thinner on the ground.

Some general studies of seafaring have touched upon the seafarer ashore, in particular emphasising "sailortown"
districts and crimping.' The latter, of course, impinges on the welfare aspect addressed here. But it is on shore that the seafarer interacts with a variety of institutional structures which play a part in his experience as a seafarer ashore and influence his life afloat. Here the area that seems to have attracted the most attention from historians is that of labour relations (including seamen's trade unions). ' Other shore-based organisations playing major roles in the lives of seafarers have received much less attention, for example, governmental maritime structures, maritime education and training provision, and support for seafarers' religious and social welfare needs.'

Of the two areas of maritime social history under consideration here, seafarers' education/training is the more neglected. It features hardly at all in maritime social histories and has attracted few maritime historians. Seafarers' social welfare provision is better served, though mostly it occupies a minor place in more general maritime social studies. Of course it must be recognised that individual social themes are never free standing. Inevitably a complex range of social contexts must be considered. It is, however, convenient, owing to the different non-maritime disciplines to which maritime education/training and maritime welfare attach, to consider these two areas of maritime social history separately. In each case, something of the nature, scale and contexts will provide an introduction to the consideration of progress over recent years. The bias towards Anglo-American research and publishing is admitted, though there will be an attempt to draw in material from other parts of the world. In the final section of this essay, consideration will turn the potential for future work which these themes have to offer.

Seafaring was, and perhaps still is, essentially an occupation where performance depended heavily on experience. ' Whether destined for the fo'c's'le or command, typically raw youths were accepted at about 15 years of age to be led, guided, bullied and socialised into the work culture of the sea, progressively as and when each new experience or task arose. There was little distinction in the early stages between the training of future ABs from that of future masters, though the latter might have the advantages of a general education and family
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" The following overview of developments in Britain is based on the author's own researches which are cited passim in later sections of this essay.
position. Those surviving the ordeal of initiation, built up their layers of practical knowledge and progressed in the hierarchy. Regardless of background it was possible to rise to command through the demonstration of practical ability, and especially in the coastal trades, to function with little formal education. Even the commercial acumen required of ships' masters could be assimilated through experience. But with the opening of the oceans, the practice of ocean navigation demanded a higher level of educational attainment. For the most part this advanced vocational education, in nautical astronomy and associated topics, had to be obtained from "mathematical practitioners" ashore who offered their services in increasing numbers from the sixteenth century.

So to shipboard training was added this new strand of nautical education delivered through fee-paying schooling and in time through the creation of a few endowed nautical schools. Such schools might be attended following a general education before going to sea (pre-sea) or between voyages (in-service) as a step in the ladder to command. Until the nineteenth century vocational training in the practical work of ships, loosely grouped under the term "seamanship," remained experiential but from the middle of that century, state-aided navigation schools, endowed nautical schools and private establishments began to provide some training in aspects of seamanship. This approach to maritime vocational education and training was continued in the twentieth century when nautical education was largely absorbed into the state tertiary education system. Over the same period the educational content was enlarged as more detailed knowledge of a variety of subjects relevant to the safe operation of ships was required in the professional examinations. Nevertheless, structured practical training aboard ship of variable quality, through officer apprenticeships or cadetships, was established as the principal route to officer status.

It was also in the mid-nineteenth century that the idea of providing an industrial training in seamanship for youngsters in need of care, through shore establishments and static training ships, was developed. These were charitable establishments supported by voluntary subscription though the majority relied on government grants. A few were orphanages, most were industrial training ships and three were reformatories. Their product, a minority of those taking up a sea career, mostly went to sea as ratings. It took the 1914-18 war for the need for all seafarers to pass through a pre-sea training in seamanship to be recognised, and the 1939-45 war for that aim to be achieved. One other strand of seamanship training, essentially recreational, evolved towards the end of the nineteenth century as part of the structured youth movement: the sea cadets and sea scouts. In the twentieth century, the Outward Bound movement based much of its activity in seamanship, and training schemes were developed for boating and yachting.

Finally, the past 150 years has seen the introduction of the new technologies of power propulsion and radio communication, of new manning groups aboard ship, engineers and radio operators, and of related educational provision ashore. The marine engineering and radio schools followed a similar development to the navigation schools: mostly initially private establishments, then drawn into the state tertiary system in the twentieth century.

Before the evolution of state provision, the curriculum for vocational education and
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In addition to navigation and nautical astronomy, ships' masters were expected to have some knowledge of a wide range of subjects, mostly having a basis in physics and chemistry: naval architecture/ship construction, ship stability, marine propulsion, magnetism, electricity, electronics, meteorology, oceanography, cargoes, ship's business and law. The knowledge expected of marine engineers was derived from mechanical engineering, based in physics, chemistry and mathematics: marine steam engines and boilers, marine auxiliary systems, diesel and turbine engines, electrical systems, and maintenance and repair. Radio operators knowledge was also physics based: electricity, electronics, radio transmitters and receivers, and communication procedures.
training depended largely on the need as perceived by those experienced in the industry: shipmasters, merchants and shipowners, tempered by what the "mathematical practitioners" considered desirable. Much of the instruction was tutorial in nature and course content and duration was variable. The introduction of compulsory licensing, in Britain from 1851, standardised the syllabuses but generated a minimal approach to learning. For the next 100 years students preparing for their certificates of competency tolerated only the minimum of instruction to pass the examination. Although increasingly part of state tertiary education provision, nautical education and training remained separated from developments in other areas of vocational education, as it were to one side. It was in the 1960s that this began to be corrected, and in recent decades serious attempts have been made to tie maritime education in with developments in state tertiary provision, leading to national qualifications at certificate, diploma and degree levels.

The evolution summarised above relates to Britain, but because of its world-wide domination of merchant shipping in the nineteenth century together with its extensive empire, British influence in maritime education, training and licensing is much more widespread. British practice was of course exported to its colonies, but other countries have also looked to Britain for examples. Britain has had a major influence at the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) since the 1970s in the development of IMO international standards for watch keeping and certification, and in the development of model courses, so that all countries with merchant fleets are supposed to be providing a vocational education and training to the same standard. Today, there are over 200 establishments in over 80 countries offering maritime education and training at levels from basic training in seamanship to the highest maritime licence standard now carrying degree level status. Some establishments number their students in thousands.

From the foregoing discussion it will be evident that there are many facets to the history of maritime education and training, and that serious treatments cannot avoid addressing a variety of contexts if provision in any period is to be properly understood. There has always been an interplay and a tension between the requirements of the shipping industry, the level of scientific, technological and commercial knowledge, the opinions of educationalists, the prevailing state regulatory framework and the existing arrangements for general education.

As subjects, the history of navigation and nautical astronomy, including the development of navigational instruments, sailing directions and charts, has received and continues to receive considerable attention from scholars in many countries, notably America, Britain, France and the Netherlands. Indeed the search for longitude and the saga of the chronometer maker, John Harrison, has recently achieved popular recognition as a best selling book and through television dramatisation. A major contribution was made by Professor E.G.R. Taylor in a long series of articles and books between 1929 and 1966. With respect to
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12 A listing (September, 2001) held by the Nautical Institute, derived from the Fairplay (London) data base of maritime organisations.

navigation teaching her significance here lies in her studies of "mathematical practitioners" from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, in which she demonstrated the close relationship between nautical instrument making, the publishing of nautical books and charts and the teaching of navigation in "one-stop" establishments known as navigation warehouses. Her catalogue of individuals over the centuries in question identified 2,864 practitioners, and indicated those that offered instruction.

The work of David Gavine (and others) shows the extent to which navigation teaching was identified with the teaching of astronomy and mathematics in Scotland in the same period as Taylor's work on England. Further, he shows how the special conditions for study at Scotland's schools and universities ensured the production of a significant number of graduates in the sciences, capable of teaching navigation. Gavine identified no less than 93 navigation teachers in Edinburgh/Leith. A recent study by this writer of provision in Cornwall in the eighteenth century shows that, as in Scotland, navigation teaching was widely available, while Bovill's work concentrating on the north east of England demonstrates the spread of navigation teachers in the nineteenth century.

It is one thing to know of the existence of a navigation teacher, but knowing what went on in navigation schools, especially private establishments, is much less certain. Fortunately, Gavine's work shows that the need to advertise for students and the disposal of equipment on retirement or death, has left evidence that many teachers were very well provided with navigational and astronomical instruments, and books, for use as teaching aids. Cotter's work on the history of navigation (he drew heavily on navigation textbooks) and his study of nautical astronomical tables, has demonstrated the extent to which such publications were available for school use as well as for private study. Recent work by Kennerley and Seymour has shown how approaches to teaching nautical astronomy in the sixteenth century remain valid to day.

Private nautical teaching establishments leave little in the way of records, and are often comparatively short-lived in contrast to endowed establishments, whose records allow substantial institutional histories to be written. The note by Alger on Mrs Janet Taylor, a well known navigation teacher practising in London in the nineteenth century, drawing on family


history approaches, illustrates the problem. School and college histories tend to be written by old boys or members of staff, to be descriptive and anecdotal, and to lack the analysis and incisiveness of the historian’s approach. Nevertheless such contributions cannot be ignored. Only three British nautical training establishments have been treated in this manner, the pre-sea establishments, H.M.S. Conway (1859, River Mersey), H.M.S. Worcester (1862, River Thames) and the Pangbourne Nautical College (Berkshire, 1917). These were run on naval lines, providing future officers to the Merchant Navy and a few to the Royal Navy. The best studies are those by John Masefield, who was a Conway cadet, and Stephens, some time head of history at Pangbourne. The latter shows how Pangbourne was able survive the changes in nautical education in the 1960s and 1970s by re-inventing itself as a public school, whereas both Conway and Worcester were forced to close. Conway also featured as a case study by Kennerley his original research on nautical education. In a second autobiographical volume, Masefield has provided a text full of insights into the life of a first term cadet in the Conway

A limited number of case studies of other nautical educational establishments have appeared as papers in academic journals or as chapters in books. The earliest endowed establishment was the Royal Mathematical School (1673) within Christ’s Hospital, London, which is accorded a lengthy chapter by Pearce in his history of the hospital, while more recently Plumley has taken a fresh look at its establishment. The wider context of astronomy, mathematics and learning and their relationship to the Royal Mathematical school is the subject of a valuable contribution by Illiffe. The other long established endowed navigation school, Hull Trinity House (1787), is accorded a brief descriptive chapter in the House history, and the school’s foundation has separately been addressed by Jackson in one of his earlier pieces of research. Analytical studies of state-aided nautical schools have been published in recent years by this writer and by Bovill. The history of Plymouth School of Navigation (1862), first addressed in 1980 has recently been revisited and brought up-to-date as a chapter in Kennerley’s wider study of the history of tertiary education in Devon. The same author examined Liverpool Nautical College (1892) in some statistical detail in his paper
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published in 1993.\footnote{Alston Kennerley, "Merchant Marine Education in Liverpool and the Nautical College of 1892", IJMH, V, No. 2 (December, 1993), 103-134.} He similarly examined South Shields Marine School (1861) as another case study in his 1978 research. This was one of the schools included in Bovill's paper of 1991.\footnote{Alston Kennerley, "The Education of the Merchant Seaman in the Nineteenth Century", op.cit, 86-110; D.G. Bovill, "The Education of Boys for the Mercantile Marine: a Study of Three Nautical Schools", History of Education Society Bulletin, 47 (Spring, 1991), 11-22. The other schools addressed were Newcastle Trinity House School and Sunderland Board of Trade Navigation School. See also D.G. Bovill, "Sunderland Orphan Asylum and the Education of Boys for the Mercantile Marine", Durham Local History Society Bulletin, No. 39 (December, 1987).}

The generation and survival of educational records since the middle of the nineteenth century, attributable to increased state involvement in education generally as well as to other factors, not only enables more detailed maritime educational studies of institutions to be undertaken, it facilitates a variety of more widely based investigations. At least six theses have been written on aspects of maritime education, training and examination, though the amount of published work arising from this is not as large as it might have been.\footnote{Clifford Jeans, "The First Statutory Qualifications for Seafarers", Transport History, VI (November, 1973), 248-267.} Bovill's regional work has already been noted. Jeans' paper on the early development of the statutory examination system, remains a rare example of a study of the regulatory system which has had a major and ongoing impact on maritime education and training since 1850.\footnote{Clifford Jeans, "The Creation of the Marine Department of the Board of Trade", Journal of Transport History, H, No. 4 (November, 1956), 193-206; Conrad Dixon, "Legislation and the Sailor's Lot, 1660-1914", in Paul Adam (ed), Seamen in Society (proceedings of the Conference of the International Commission on Maritime History, Bucharest, 1980), m, 96-106.} However, the contributions by Wilde and Dixon concerning the administrative and legal context must not be ignored.\footnote{Jane H. Wilde, "A Man Cannot Make a Sailor Without Education: Merchant Navy Apprentices in the Nineteenth Century", in H. M. Hignett (éd.), A Merseyside Maritime History (Liverpool, Liverpool Nautical Research Society, 1988), 17-25.}

The earliest structured form of maritime training, familiar to generations of mates and masters well into the twentieth century, was that of the seafarer apprenticeship. A topic of much debate in maritime professional circles in the past two centuries, the history of apprenticeship of future mercantile officers has been the subject of several broadly based treatments by Burton, at times taking a sociological perspective. Her 1988 paper drew on shipping company apprenticeship records, and highlighted the accident and completion rates. Her 1989 paper addressed the wider context of apprenticeship, the regulatory framework, and the decline in numbers in the second half of the nineteenth century.\footnote{Valerie Burton, "Apprenticeship Regulation and Maritime Labour in the Nineteenth Century British Merchant Marine", IJMH, I, No. 1 (June, 1989), 29-49.} Then in 1991 she argued that the profession of shipmaster was reinvented as a middle class occupation, drawing on the...
costly officer apprenticeship, the Brassey Ocean Training Scheme and the academic content of navigation schooling, amongst her evidence." The culture aboard merchant service liner company vessels and the training which created it was denigrated in Lane's autobiographical paper published in 1985. This writer also used sociological approaches to set his own experience in sail training in the context of occupational socialisation.

Kennerley, however, has taken a wider view in several of his papers, of the provision of maritime education and training in Britain, in relation to education generally and to the different sectors of seafaring employment to which maritime education and training provision has been directed. His paper on state aided navigation schools sets them firmly in the context of the promotion of science education by the Department of Science and Art (1853). His papers concerned with ratings' training deal not only with the network of charitable training ships, but with the creation of a single national establishment for both the pre-sea and in-service training of deck, catering and engine room ratings. So to some extent these papers on ratings have remedied the absence of studies on training ships noted by Cowan in his overview of training ships in 1984. The role of religious charities in providing elementary education for seaman and seamen's children as well as maritime education has also been addressed by Kennerley, and he has taken a broad view of British provision in his overview paper dealing with the period 1890-1990. His most recent work has addressed the issue of the recognition ashore of more advanced maritime education.

Apart from the social welfare charities, two other charitable organisations have been influential in developments in maritime education and training. The early educational role of the Marine Society (1756) and the ideas of its founder, Jonas Hanway, have been researched by Hutchins and Taylor, though these studies do not extend into the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century Kurt Harm's educational ideas have been widely influential. In
particular, his conception, the Outward Bound movement (1941), is rooted in practical experience afloat."

Information on the writing about history of maritime education and training in countries other than Britain will require a much more elaborate search than has been possible in preparing this paper. Nevertheless it is known that Britain is not alone in having provision extending over several hundred years. However, if the neglect of vocational education history in general, evident in Britain, is the case in other countries, work on maritime education may be sparse. For Germany, however, there is ample evidence of general interest in nautical education history over the past two hundred years, particularly through the celebration of anniversaries, the production of festshriften, short articles in maritime magazines such as Hansa and Nauticus, and pieces in collective works on shipping and on education." Mehl produced his substantial overview in the 1960s and more recently Schmidt has revisited the nineteenth century with respect to his study of provision Bremen." Möring's small work on the Deutschen Seemannsschule Hamburg is evidence of continuing interest in institutional histories."

A significant study of the role of sail training and other sea service in the education and training of Finnish merchant officers and masters, has recently been completed by Karkama. He has related the changing requirements for sea service since 1874, to the more pedagogically oriented experience provided by Finland's sail training windjammers up to 1939. As part of this examination he has analysed the role of nautical education theorists, the contribution of shipowners and the part played by state regulation." Igerma's short contribution nautical education in Estonia, traced back to 1715, is suggestive that similar provision is likely to be discovered in most European ports." An entry to studies on maritime education and training in the Netherlands may be made through the work of C.A. Davids, who, as already noted, has written widely on the study of navigation and the spread nautical knowledge." The limited amount of research on maritime education in Spain appears to have been mainly undertaken by Maren, who has examined the scene in Cartagena and Bilbao."
Turning now to the eastern hemisphere, it is in Australia that one or two studies on maritime education have been undertaken. Of these Shorten’s work remains the most significant. In her broadly based study she has examined the size of the seafaring population in Australian shipping, the regulatory framework of examination and licensing in the separate colonies before unification and the standardisation after 1900, the relationship to the British scene, the numbers of certificates issued, the availability of nautical education, its organisation and student experience, and early ideas for advanced study. McDonald has provided a study of the Sydney Nautical School, Shorten, Ritter and Ramsland have investigated another dimension of maritime education/training emulating development in Britain, the industrial and reformatory training ship scene (Vernon/Sobraon, Fitzjames). Other studies, by Taylor and Burgess, are concerned with the contemporary maritime educational scene. Although there has long been significant maritime education provision in India, China, Japan and Korea, enquiries about its history have only identified one study, a 500 page institutional history in Japanese, of the Kobe University of the Mercantile Marine (1917).

That several important maritime countries remain unrepresented in this survey will be obvious. In part this is due to the limitations of the literature search and difficulties with language. However, it is noticeable that in reviews of maritime historiography, maritime education and training is, with notable exceptions, not addressed. Perhaps no research has been undertaken. But for countries such as France, the United States, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, it is hard to believe that literature searches on a wider front, including the education literature, would not reveal relevant studies, and that for countries represented here, the list of studies would not be extended.

Maritime welfare is used here inclusively of spiritual and social welfare provision directed at seafarers whether by religious or secular bodies or through philanthropy, commercial interests or the state. With few exceptions concern was (and is) with the needs of seafarers when on shore. Though the social situation at sea was not ignored, institutions and organisations, inevitably shore-based, could only bear on sea life at arms length, through the provision of literature and guidance or retrospectively through the oversight and amelioration of conditions judged inadequate. Whether or not the seafarer ashore was disoriented through being in an unfamiliar location, and whether his needs were as perceived by himself or as seen by people ashore, the list of needs might include: sustenance,
accommodation, transport, clothing, medical treatment (physical or mental), safe keeping for money and possessions, protection from thieves, religious encouragement, entertainment, education, financial support, character references, employment, family support. This list was a constant from the earliest times, particularly once shipping moved internationally, to the present, and supporting structures had long existed haphazardly ashore before the great upsurge in philanthropy directed at seafarers in the early decades of the nineteenth century.

Philanthropy, through seamen's missions, mariners' churches, sailors' homes, seamen's institutes or clubs, seamen's hospitals, seamen's children's schools and orphanages, aged seamen's homes, destitute seamen's funds, and so on, has played a major and continuing role since the 1820s. Almost from the beginning, with origins in Britain, provision has been world-wide, and remains so. All the needs noted above have been addressed, and institutions have adapted to and taken advantage of social measures enacted by the state. While the great majority of port establishments have been operated by religious bodies, seamen's missions, some secular establishments were originally managed on religious principles. Behind this smaller proportion of total provision could lie merchant/shipowner philanthropy, trade union interest or state investment.

There can be no doubt that the origins of the early nineteenth century expansion lay in evangelical, revivalist fervour with roots in the late eighteenth century. This spread into the navy and the merchant service, and in its early spontaneous phase was entirely concerned with Christian salvation, worship and brotherhood. An early formative leader emerged, the Revd. George Charles Smith, who promoted the societal basis which spread so rapidly in the 1820s. At the same time came the recognition that seamen's basic needs ashore must be addressed, if spiritual development was to be nurtured. Smith crystallised ideas for social welfare provision in an all-embracing cradle to grave scheme. The societal basis provided the structures for fund raising amongst a moneyed public increasingly attuned to the vast number of charities which came into existence during the century, and which in turn financed the provision of social facilities. Local circumstances dictated which elements of Smith's scheme were put into effect, but in the larger ports the provision and influence of seamen's establishments was significant.

Evolution during the nineteenth century saw the increasing domination of the large national and international societies, the non-denominational British and Foreign Sailors' Society (1833) and the Anglican Missions to Seamen (1856). The equivalent in the United States was the American Seamen's Friend Society (1826), with overseas stations particularly in the Pacific region. In the twentieth century these were joined by a new international body, the Apostleship of the Sea (1920). Today these bodies working in collaboration rather than in competition, dominate the provision of social and spiritual welfare amenities throughout the world, with significant support from secular bodies, adapting to the now globalised nature of seafaring. The early independent port-based societies, religious and secular, have mostly closed or been absorbed by the larger bodies, though notable exceptions continue their independent provision. In contrast to the early societies concerned solely with evangelisation and often working without identifiable physical bases, the developed missions soon became synonymous with their institutes and residential buildings, and the social services and recreational activities they provided, though the underlying religious imperative was ever present.

Secular bodies, whether voluntary societies, trade unions or the state, of course concentrated entirely on social amenities specially provided for seafarers. In Britain and overseas the original network of sailor's homes, generally independent port establishments, had this basis. A notable secular network of clubs and hotels was established by the British state in World War II, and other examples include state seamen's clubs in the ports of
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Apart from the maritime world, there are two major contexts for the history of seafarers' welfare. On the one hand there is the relationship with society ashore, the prevailing social context including housing, voluntary and state welfare provision, and the range of agencies catering for the needs of those sections of the population unable to provide for themselves. On the other hand there is the religious dimension, the missionary purpose and its methods (missiology), the place of missions in mission and church history, and the range of associated religious and denominational issues.

Given the origins in Britain, and world-wide networks rooted in British societies, the discussion of research which follows is inevitably oriented towards the British scene. The American scene is the second major area for research activity. Contributions are also found relating to most north European countries. Missions, particularly, have always been conscious of their origins, and institutional histories of varying quality, exist for many societies. Most have been written by mission "insiders" without reference to the wider seafarers' welfare scene. The majority of modern research is on mission history, also by clergy and lay missionaries with inside experience of the work of seamen's missions. In some cases these combine historical writing with theological discussion. Others see history as a preliminary to discussions on the current scene.

Despite these caveats, in the last two decades of the twentieth century there have been produced a number of significant historical studies identifying seafarers' welfare history as a dimension of maritime social history. Foremost amongst these is the definitive study of the early seamen's mission scene by Roald Kverndal which appeared in 1986. No subsequent study of any significance has failed to cite this work. Taking the period from 1779 to 1864, he has addressed a vast bibliography of contemporary published material, books, magazines, pamphlets, and the surviving records of numerous mission societies. This has established the emergence of a world-wide movement, all the important initiatives, the influence of the prime movers, the rapid spread from its British origins, the motivation of its key figures and the method of working. Unlike all previous histories, this work integrates the contributions of the various societies, thus recognising the totality of the movement and addressing the scene in north European countries, North America, as well as in Britain. The work concludes with theological arguments in a first proper attempt to define maritime missiology.

Soon after Kverndal's work had appeared, three other integrating studies were produced, by Down, Miller and Kennerley, which brought the history of seamen's missions
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The first third of Down's book is concerned with a fully inclusive narrative history of seamen's missionary activity, which for the twentieth century draws in the rapid changes affecting the shipping industry. The rest of the volume examines the mission scene in the 1980s in relation to the shipping industry, the ministry to seafarers and the prevailing ecumenism amongst the various denominations. Miller's work is a much more difficult text for the reader owing to poor layout and an awkward arrangement. It is essentially a study concentrating on the nineteenth century though with an extensive section dealing with the history before 1800. It is also an inclusive study though with a strength on the various Anglican societies. In places there is very great detail and there is information on smaller and unusual areas of missionary activity, such as ministries to the static training ships noted above in the section on education and training. The direction of Kennerley's research was undoubtedly influenced by the scope of KverndaPs work. Restricted to the British scene over the long cycle from 1815 to 1970, he has taken a much wider view of seafarers' welfare by considering the full range of secular institutions. Provision and usage is related to the number of seafarers in port, and the nature of the financial management in both missions and sailor's homes is assessed in detail.

The completion of these four broadly based studies at much the same time, and the realisation that there was a nucleus of scholars concerned with the history of seafarers welfare, led to the formation of a small research based society, the International Association for the Study of Maritime Mission (IASMM) in 1990. Attracting a membership from Britain, America and Europe, its small biennial conferences, Newsletter and journal, Maritime Mission Studies, have become the main outlets for research essays and shorter pieces on seamen's mission history." Although there is a strong historical bias to its activities, IASMM also addresses current issues in maritime mission. However, as an outlet for major papers on seamen's welfare history, the Association's obscurity and small circulation of its publications are major disadvantages.

In the overall context of the seafarer in port, research from the maritime mission perspective may not take sufficient cognisance of other forms of social provision for seafarers. Hugill, in his racy style, offers a grudging respect but does not hesitate to list examples in the same breath as the drinking dens and brothels. His anecdotal approach in Sailortown and his book on shanties, have taken the nineteenth century seafarer ashore to a wider public than most other works." Less colourful contributions taking this wider perspective have been made by Palmer, dealing with London, Fingard (Canadian ports), Press, who offered a wide ranging overview of British maritime charities, and Williams, on a Victorian society for improving the
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" Bill Down, On Course Together: the Churches' Ministry in the Maritime World Today (Norwich, 1989); Robert Miller, From Shore to Shore: a History of the Church and the Merchant Seafarer (Nailsworth, 1989); Alston Kennerley, "British Seamen's Missions and Sailors' Homes, 1815-1970: Voluntary Welfare Provision for Serving Seafarers" (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Council for National Academic Awards/Plymouth Polytechnic, 1989). Down was a Missions to Seamen chaplain, Miller was a Church of England vicar who had experience with the Missions to Seamen, Kennerley was a nautical lecturer with seafaring experience.

" The International Association for the Study of Maritime Mission (IASMM) may be reached through its Secretary, Stephen Friend, School of Education & Theology, York St John College, Lord Mayor's Walk, York, England, Y031 TEX (e-mail: s.friend@yorksj.ac.uk). The IASMM Newsletter has been published twice a year since 1991. Maritime Mission Studies has appeared irregularly since 1994, and was restructured as a refereed journal in 1998. Conferences are held approximately every two years.

condition of merchant seamen. Fingard shows missions and homes as failing institutions, because of competition from crimps and the unrealistic ideals of their promoters, though she recognises their contribution with respect to destitute and shipwrecked men. Dixon, in his analysis of types of crimping, puts a favourable gloss on their activities, arguing that seafarers welcomed their social services and accepted the cost. Crimping also features in Daunton's study of Cardiff, where he deals with boarding houses but not with philanthropic establishments. In contrast, Henning, studying the Australian port scene, sees seamen's missions and sailors' homes as a middle-class response to crimping activity, though he does not find them inspiring. "The interaction between secular religious agencies in the 1930s and 1940s has been examined in an early study by Hohman, and more recently by Kennerley."

Greater focus on philanthropic institutions such as missions and homes, is found in a number of papers, in addition to the larger studies already noted. Kverndal celebrated his definition of the first seamen's missionary activity, its bi-centenary, in his 1979 paper in Mariner's Mirror. Seamen's missions and sailor's homes' usage and financial statistics have featured in three of Kennerley's papers, where he has also looked at the internal operation of such establishments. Recently Mooney has provided an integrating overview of mission history to 1945 in the light of research over the past twenty years. In similar manner, recently he has completed a useful overview of the development of contemporary maritime mission, noting the evolving management structures of societies, the development in ecumenical and collaborative approaches, the creation of a global network, and the support of mission initiatives by the International Transport Workers Federation.

A number of other British seafarers' welfare organisations have benefited from academic study in recent years. Friend's research into mission work amongst fishermen, led


him analyse relationships between a number of British missions out of which the Royal National Mission to Deep Sea Fishermen (1881) grew, and to examine the "coper" traders supplying liquor and other comforts to North Sea Fishermen. Miller has drawn attention to the little known "Salvation Navy", a maritime arm of the Salvation Army, and religious attention to canal boat families is touched on by Bowen. More localised studies featuring the religious perspective, include Duthie's work on Aberdeen where he deals with its Sailors' Mission and Home, and this writer's detailed study of the Sailor's Home, London (1829). The roots of the London School of Tropical Medicine lie in the medical charity, the Dreadnought Seamen's Hospital (1821) whose history has been researched by McBride and by Matthews. Retired merchant seafarers are the concern of another charity, the Royal Alfred (1865), which has been the subject of a small institutional history by McMillan.

The roles played by leading individuals, is a common theme the history of philanthropy, and a number are identified with mission history. Amongst the most colourful is the Revd. George Charles Smith (1782-1863), recognised as the key figure in the early development of seamen's missions. Kverndal, who is working on a biography, has contributed several shorter pieces, though he is not alone. Another exceptional worker amongst seafarers, Father Hopkins (Charles Plomer Hopkins, 1861-1922), seamen's chaplain and seamen's union leader, has been studied in detail by Miller. Recent seamen's chaplains' autobiographies, by Evans and Parker, offer perspectives relating to Liverpool and Vancouver. Rousmaniere has contributed a short study relating to a focal seamen's missionary in New York, and this writer has examined the personal religious experiences of seaman turned preacher, the writer, F.T.

---


Religious and social welfare in the centuries before the nineteenth century, have by no means been ignored by researchers. Some writers trace a tenuous linearity to the beginning of the Christian era, but there are also some archive based studies of particular contributions. Perhaps the most ambitious and wide ranging, is Cabantous' work spanning the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, which was the subject of major analysis and criticism in "Roundtable" in IJMH in 1991. Miller has also addressed this period from the British perspective, and that from the eleventh century; Moree has looked at the provision of preachers and sick comforters aboard Dutch East Indianmen, and Boone has placed the writing of seamen's vademecums on spiritual and social behaviour in the context of the family ashore and of the Calvinist drive for influence in the emergent Dutch colonies. The influence of church law on medieval sea law, including social provisions, has been the subject of a study by Wright.

After these earlier periods the Roman Catholic institutions would only emerge as significant forces in seamen's welfare during the twentieth century. Its history was written up in general terms by Anson, but only recently have researchers under an academic umbrella set about the complex task of clarifying its origins and development. As already noted Miller sets out the background; he goes on to sort out Catholic activity amongst seafarers between the 1890s and 1920-22 when the Apostleship of the Sea was formally established and recognised by the Vatican. He also provides the first assessment of the tortured life of Peter Anson The development of the Apostleship of the Sea in America from the 1920s has been studied by Yzermans, while Oubré has examined its recent reorganisation. The establishment of the Catholic Sailors' Club, Montreal (1893), is shown by Perry, to have been a reaction to the protestant Montreal Sailors' Institute which was over crowded and failed to provide for Roman Catholic seafarers. Its leadership by women was unusual.

The vitality among North American seamen's missions in recent decades has produced a significant number of studies, many contemporary, but, as will be apparent, a
number on historical themes. Papers by Davis and Jackman discuss mission developments in America in the 1820s. Those by Park examine the image of the seafarer found in magazines, the domesticating influence of female maritime philanthropy, and the interaction of the temperance movement with seafarers in North America. "Mission literature for seafarers also features in a wider study of literature provided for seafarers, by Skallerup. Women's contributions on both sides of the Atlantic have recently been addressed by Kverndal, who has also described the evolution of co-operative networks, while Deems has made a case study of the Society at Boston." Tomasi calls attention to seafaring in relation to another sub-area of social history, migration studies, echoing the Vatican's inclusion of seafarers in their category of travelling peoples." That major force in New York, the Seamen's Church Institute has benefited from a research study by Whittemore."

Seamen's missions in other north European countries, became established in the later decades of the nineteenth century. Their history has seen some attention by seamen's pastors and maritime sociologists/ethnologists. Writing in 1959, Thun provided an overview of history of the German Seamen's Mission covering its stations in German ports and overseas. The concern with beginnings, a feature of much mission history writing, is evident, many locations being provided with a list of dates of new initiatives. His global coverage does recognise the existence of other seamen's missions." The records of the Finnish Seamen's Mission have been used by Hinkkanen in her studies of Finnish seamen on shore in Britain between ships, in which she asks questions about home links and illness away from home." Kverndal provides an overview of seamen's mission origins in Norway, Denmark and Sweden, as an addendum to his 1986 volume, having previously published papers on the Norwegian mission. Daasvand also included the historical background in his thesis on the same mission. The role of Norwegian seamen's churches in the lives of non-seafarer travellers has been addressed in


her thesis by Kristofferson. Religious work on behalf of Norwegian seamen when prisoners of war in Britain during the Napoleonic wars, has been noted by Johnsen. In Denmark, fishermen's religion and missions have been studied by Holm, Schou and Thygesen, while the Danish Seamen's Church is the subject of a study by Henningsen. A Dutch examination of seamen's missions has been made by Schepen.

As already noted, the Pacific region was the scene of early American mission outreach, but in recent decades, in addition to the long standing presence of older missions, this has seen the development of indigenous seamen's missions, notably the that by the Korean church. This has now been studied by Choi, Kim and Chul-Han Mission history has featured at maritime ministry conferences in the Pacific region, but Kverndal has recently produced an overview of developments in the Pacific region.

In 1990, Ronald Hope wrote: "The part which seamen's charities have played in improving the sailor's lot needs to be acknowledged. Voluntary action normally precedes government action and usually points the way. The number and variety of studies noted here has certainly made progress in correcting that omission, though whether the shipping industry as a whole as yet concedes such recognition is more open to question. Arguably, through the efforts of a small band of researchers, the maritime themes addressed in this paper are beginning to emerge from the situation of being noted in passing references (if noted at all) in wider social studies, to that of being clearly recognised as sub-sets of maritime social history. Particularly during the twentieth century, maritime education and training has increasingly functioned in a pivotal position in the maritime social scene. As well as imparting knowledge and skills critical to the safe operation of ships, maritime schools and colleges have become the places where the initial occupational socialisation occurs, and is reinforced between voyages. Further, by providing one location for the concentration of seafarers ashore,


\* John van Schepen, "Sing a New Song to the Lord... You that Sail the Sea: a Discussion on the Mission Among Seamen" (unpublished doctoral thesis, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, 1971)


\* Hope (1990), *op. cit.*, 264.
they have from the earliest periods functioned in the labour market as a medium for
information if not on occasions in an agency role. Seamen's missions and secular seamen's
homes, club and institutes have played roles in the social context of the seafarer ashore over
the past 200 years. This has been more readily recognised in maritime literature and through
a few historical studies, though the role of distinguishing this sub-area of maritime social
history has largely been carried forward by researchers outside the network of maritime
historians. Both themes show a want of international comparative studies, though these may
have to wait until a sufficient body of accessible national studies has been built up. Numerous
avenues remain to be explored.

The review of the British literature on maritime education and training reveals the
diversity of studies which might be undertaken on provision in other countries. Well
researched institutional studies provide building blocks for evaluating the wider scene. But
they need to deal critically with the detail of education and training: syllabuses, pedagogy,
facilities, staffing, student numbers, educational added value, local and national context
(especially licensing), progression, and contact with the maritime employment. More widely-
based studies might address: the development of the examining and licensing system and its
influence on learning; the role played by the maritime industry in determining the content and
duration of education and training; the interaction between maritime education and training
provision and general state vocational education; the output of trained personnel in relation
to the needs of the shipping industry, wastage and recruitment; the practice of training afloat;
the provision of continuing professional development; the training of maritime teachers; the
evolution of maritime teaching methods; the impact of international agreements on licensing
and syllabus content through the International Maritime Organisation (IMO), on national
provision; educational versus experiential emphases in maritime education and training.

The great majority of educational studies noted here relate to the education and
training of future mates and masters. Very few studies of ratings' training have been
identified, while there are none on the education and training of marine engineers or radio
personnel, either as a group or of the establishments. True, these last groups are comparative
newcomers to ship manning, but the radio operator is one category whose existence has barely
lasted through the twentieth century. As well as deck ratings, catering (cooks and stewards)
and engine room ratings all receive training in their special roles, and offer opportunities for
case studies.

In terms of historical development and of approaches to work amongst seafarers,
seamen's missions are much better served. That much of the historical writing comes from
practising seamen's pastors and other workers for the "seamen's cause," has the advantage
of experience in the field of study. The disadvantage is that much of the history is written by
trained theologians rather than trained historians. Thus the emphasis is on beginnings,
chronological history, description of facilities and services, and the missionary imperative. It
is not tempered sufficiently by discussions of the wider historical social context, of provision
in relation to demand, of cost effectiveness, and of such awkward negative issues, faced by
all charities, as misapplication of assets and self-perpetuation in the interest of staff
employment. Certainly there have been major adjustments in recent years to external forces.
The collaboration between missions, between missions and other seafaring charities, and
between missions and state and international agencies, is increasingly recognised in the new,
global approach to seafarers' welfare.

Despite the amount of historical writing, some of the major charities lack substantial
institutional histories. For example from the British perspective, British and International
Sailors' Society (1833), the Seamen's Christian Friend Society (1846), the Seamen's Mission
of the Methodist Church (1843), the Apostleship of the Sea (since the 1930s), the King
George's Fund for Sailors (1917), the Merchant Navy Welfare Board (1948), sailor's homes, homes for aged seafarers, societies for aiding shipwrecked seafarers, all await serious histories. There are similar gaps for most western countries. There is scope for studies of secular seafarers clubs and seamen's hospitals founded under British influence in many ports around the world, and also for the development of provision for seafarers' welfare, including missions, on a regional basis, for example the Indian sub-continent, Australia and New Zealand, South East Asia.

The purpose of this paper has been to fill a gap in maritime historiography, the weakness in the treatment of merchant seafarer education, training and welfare. Here it has been shown that there is now a reasonably substantial body of research studies relating to Britain and America as well as other parts of the world, but that both themes offer ample scope for further studies. Further, these arc themes that demand a full treatment of the wider context, in both cases contexts of some complexity. In terms of publication, too little of the work invested in theses has emerged into the light of full publication, as books or as journal articles. Far too little mission history, in particular, has found an outlet in recognised historical journals. Conversely, maritime historians need to be more aware that studies of maritime education training and welfare, may be found in the literature of unfamiliar subjects, for example, education or ecclesiastical history.